
 

 

RUDOLF MOVES TO A NEW OFFICE IN DHAKA 
 
Dhaka, Bangladesh, March 1st, 2023 - RUDOLF is moving to a new office to 
accomodate a growing local team 
 
RUDOLF, a German-based leading textile auxiliaries supplier, which has been serving the 
global market since 1922, started its operation in Bangladesh in the early 1990s. Since 2014 its 
business in Bangladesh has been seeing a significant growth after the establishment of the 
liaison office. Operating from Kakrail C/A for over 8 years, RUDOLF Bangladesh Ltd. is now 
moving to a new office at Gulshan Avenue. With a growing team of textile engineers RUDOLF 
will provide even more technical support to its customers. 
 
“We are thrilled to be moving to our new office and to continue serving our customers with the 
best possible solutions. RUDOLF has always been a forerunner in the Bangladeshi market with 
unique innovations and always committed to customers to support them better in every aspect,” 
says Mr. Soumitra Ganguly, Managing Director of RUDOLF Bangladesh Ltd. He adds: “We 
believe this new office with additional resources will take us one step closer to our customers 
with potential business development.” 
 
Dr. Oliver Kusterle, Chairman of RUDOLF Bangladesh Ltd. and Managing Director of RUDOLF 
says: “With this investment RUDOLF is further strengthening its commitment to the Bangladeshi 
market.” He also says: “We are excited to contribute with innovative and sustainable textile 
auxiliaries to Bangladesh’s very successful growth in the textile industry.” 
 
 
About RUDOLF 
RUDOLF, whose headquarters are in Geretsried, Bavaria, was founded in 1922. The company excels in 
innovative and high-quality textile auxiliaries, solutions for textile care and construction chemicals. 

1,800 employees in 45 countries around the world ensure logistical and technical services. 

The combination of backwards integration, scientific knowledge, development know-how, market insights 
and thorough application expertise make RUDOLF an experienced and competent partner for customers of 
the textile industry. RUDOLF offers products that comply with the OEKO-TEX® and the GOTS standards, is 
committed to ZDHC and is a bluesign® system partner. RUDOLF lives by the philosophy of the Responsible 
Care initiative, which stands for responsible action in the fields of environment, safety, and health. 
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